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PREFACE 
So much has been said and written about 

Asoka. that some of those who happen to see 
·this book may perhaps wonder what new things 
yet remain to be said about that Indian monarch. 
It must not, however, be forgotten that the 
records· which Asoka has left in stone are a 
literature by themselves, and it will take many 
years yet for scholars to understand clearly . all 
·that he has said. A · student ·of Indian Epi .. 
· gra_phy need not be told that there are passages, 
by no means few, in these records, which are 
yet far from clear, and every day new and, 
better interpretations are being proposed by 
scholars. . There is, again, such a thing as 
piecing together the various items of information 
supplied by these inscriptions so as to give a 
vivid picture of the royal missionary. I am 
afraid, this work of piecing together is byt no 
means complete yet and must continue for some 
more J!_ars to come. There is no section of 

·Indian epigraphy, so interesting and, I should 
say, so edifying as that represented· by the 
records of Agoka. And as I hal"e participated 
not only i~ th~ work of interpretation but also 
of· colla~on ·a.~ul.un~cati~n. of. h~ !Ccords, -~ h~pe 
I stand m no need · of explanation for brtngrng 
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out this book which sets forth my views about 
the Buddhist monarch. 

:Uy study of the inscriptions of Asoka began 
as early as 1898. There were before me trans
lations and notes on these records not only 
by Prinsep, Wilson and Burnouf, but also 
by Prot · Kern, M. · Senart and Prof. Buhler. 
I devoured the contents of all these books. But 
none interested and benefited me so much as 
"the Inscriptions of Piyadasi" by M • .Senart 
which had appeared in English garb in the pages 
of the Indian Antiquary. I could at once 
detect. in the French savant not only an epi· 
graphist, not only a scholar of Sanskrit, Pali, 
and Prakrit, but also a historian whose aim ·was 
to piece together the different scraps of infor. 
mation supplied by the epigraphic and literary 
records so as to form one connected whole. 
Chapter IV of his book thus sets forth not only 
the chronological position of Asoka or his 
inscriptions but also the extent of his empire, 
his administrative syste~,' his independent 
neighbours, his con~ectio~ with the Grecian 
world, his. conversion to- Buddhism, the nature 
of his Dhamma and so forth. It was :M. 
Senart who :first showed the way how to con· 
struct the history of Asoka from a systematic 
study of his records. · 

It will thus be seen that it is nearly a 
quarter of a century _that I have studied the 
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inscriptions of Asoka ·with a view to find out 
what light they throw upon the. history of India. 
What real advance, if any, 'I· have made can be 
best told by scholars and historians. Eager to 
know, however, how far my attempt has become 
successful, I sent to the French savant the page. 
proofs of the first seven chapters of this book as 
soon as they were available, with a request that 
he might tell me unreservedly what he thought 
about it. But for a long time no. reply: was 
received, and just as this . Preface was being put 
in type, the long expected letter came to hand. 
"You will forgive a delay," it begins. "due. to 
the somewhat shaken health of an old colleague. 
I would have wished to thank yousooner for 
having sent me the good pages of your Asoka. 
You kindly remembered the studies which I 
devoted years ago to the religious king and his 
precious inscriptions. How should .I not · be 
impressed by the testimony of such an enlighten· 
ed judge as yourself? You. can imagine that 
these researches of my youth are always dear 
~nd pres:ent to me. Your book leads me back 
to them once more. I am ve!y grateful to it. 
I am grateful because it has brought me .. a 
brilliant example of the ingenious and passion. 
ate skill with which llodern India endeavours 

1 to reconstruct its past." 
M. Senart is frank enough in this · letter 

to tell me in what points he differs from· me • 
• 
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All of 'these ·represent minor differences· ·of: 
opinion except one. This last is in regard to the 
responsibility I have thrown upon Asoka (which· 
in his' opinion the monarch little deserved) for his 
change of .foreign policy, "for the mansuetude of 
his pitiful reflections," which rendered easy the· 
success of foreign invasions, Greek and Turanian. 
that infested the country after him. " It is quite 
possible," says he, " that Buddhist Pacifism in 
the long run has tended to weaken certain 
people, whom it did not render more gentle 
except by making them less fit for action 2 

....... .. 

I prefer to recognise in him simply a spirit of 
idealism and of deep religiousness which we 
know well, for it animates the whole remote 
rast of India and it has perhaps stood for a 
greater spiritual honour than it has deprived 
India .of realisations of external successes, for 
which it is doubtful whether its genius ever had 

• In justice to myself I may state that this idea also had occurred 
to me, bUt I had to discard it as the interval was too sho.rt between 
ASoka [and; tho Greek invasion after him. Aioka is taken to have 
died about 236 B.C. i and the death of Euthydemus. the tirat Bactriau 
Greek invad~r, is anppoaed t~ have taken place about 190 B.C. There 
is thus scarcely an interval of fifty years, during which, again, 
Antiochus the Great is reported to have carried out a aucce111ful 
expeditiou into the north-west frontiers of the Mauryan Empire (Th•. 
CambridgelBilltM!I of India, pp. 442 au~ 4.4-i). The Greek invasion 
thus came off almost immediately ~on th~ death of Aeoka. Doe• it 
give enough time to Buddhism to spread and make the people, abon 
all, the Magadha army, as gentle and pacific 118 to re-nder t,!lem unfit 

'for militarism-jut that army which Alexander'• men were afrai•l 
to !"JlL'OuntE'r and -.biob rflpulsE'd the force• of Seleucn~after him 1 · 
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made it fit." \Vhen, therefore, he has. favoured 
me with such frank criticism, one feels inclined 
to believe, as a sincere expressipn of his opinion, 
the following that he has given to show· what 
he thinks about my work as a whole: "It was 
not so much your purpose to establish a critical 
history of A.soka by a general examination of 
. the traditions more or less in keeping:, with the 
epigraphic information, but you intended to 
show by an analysis of the inscriptions what 
information hitherto unexpected the7 can 7ield 
to a sagacious and penetrating explorer. You 
have been prepared for this task as nobody else 
by your::extended familarity 'rith literature. 
It is a marvel of a singular power that by 
throwing light on the monuments with the help 
of books 7ou have e~livened your picture." 

There are many questions connected with 
Asoka, which are still of n. complicated nature. 
One of these is the effect of his foreign p.Oucy 1 
on India. How far or whether Buddhism had 
~pread over Western Asia through his mission'! 
nry efforts is another such question. It is ~ot 
possible to reach any final conclusions unless 
they are freely and fearlessly discussed. I have. 
expressed my views for what . they are worth~ 
and it would now be interesting to see what 
different views are expressed by scholars and, 
above .all, historians. The more divene theRe 
orinions are, the more are the viewpoints -~~~ 
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which the questions may. be looked at and the 
greaier is consequently the likelihood of arrivinO' 

. . 0 

at early solutions of them. 
It is true that his.tory, and not epigraphy, is 

the main object of this book. Nevertheless, 
time has not yet come and perhaps may never 
come, so·· far as Ancient India is concerned, to 
separate History altogether from Epigraphy, 
Archaeology; or . Sanskrit and Sanskritic litera
ture.· There are still some words and passages 
i~, the· Asoka~ inscriptions which require to be 
properly interpreted or understood though Dr. 
:F.'· W.· Thomas has done·a·yeoman's service in 
this .'field. rece.riUy~ · I :have, ·therefore,· by no 
means neglected· this source of our ancient 
hl~to~y. 1 ;l'hat ·1 have given sufficient attention 
t~ it may. be ~een· e·specially from Chapter VIII 
which contains translation and. annotation of 
A·soka's Edict~. · · 
> :t have. Raid ·that the Asokan inscriptions 
ha·v~ ·engrossed my atte.ntion for ~q~a.r:.~e~ of a· 
century; But ,I cannot help adding that much 
~ss. in· this respect I ·was able to achieve 
only. when I came to Calcutta to occupy the 
Chair of the Carmichael Professor of Ancient 
Indian History and Culture and breathe in the 
p~re intell~ctual atmosph~re 'of the Calcutta 
University,which is the unique creation of the 
monum~ntal genius . of the late Sir Asutosh 
Mookerjee, Sarasvat:i, whose guidance, I should 
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say, providence, in the development of the post• 
graduate studies: is now for ever lost to us. He 
was specially interested in· the publicationoof 
this book. And it will for ever be a matter of 
extreme regret to me that he was not spared just 
a little longer to see this book which has now 
come to light after being two years in the press. 

The Index of this volume is the work of 
Mr. Girindra)\Iohan Sarkar, who was my pupil 
some time ago. As regards proof.reading and 
general help, I am highly· indebted to Mr. 
Jitendranath Banerjea and lir. Nani Gopal 
Majumdar, Lecturers of the Calcutta. University, 
and also)o my pupils l!r. Rakhohari Chatterji 
and Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarty. And I 
cannot better conclude this Preface : than 
with the words with.:which the French savant 
concludes his letter: "To this famou( ancestor 
you,'_true to the beautiful traditions, familiar to 
solid knowledge, wanted to render the tribute 
of,your researches and the inspirations of your 
patriotism. If • I cannot, in order to do you full 
justice, enter into a detail which would compel · 
me to excee(the 1 imits of a letter, allow me at 
least to address to you my hearty felicitations. 
I like to place this fertile union of sympathy 
and work-in ·which the piety of India. and the 
respectful curiosity of the West should join-
under the patronage of our hero in common!' 

D. R. B. 
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Tishya,.....:.na.kshatra. of A8oka. 
Tlva.ra., son of Aioka 
Toshal! .... '· 
Turamiya.-identifica.tion of 
Tushispa-Ya.va.na. governor of Asoka •". 
UpoaatlttJ-fast day . •• · 
T aclzaMumikaw •••. 

PAGE, 

10-1, 62 
12,14 

· .... 86, 52, 64 
45-6 
. 50 

62 
56-7, lU. 

204 Yasish~hrputra.-Pn}umivi 

Tilliira-1at'i,_' pleasure tours' 
Yim.inavatt!u. · 

17-9, 138 
125, 186-7, 288 

... 124-5, 283 
with .Thva~haka-

1'ima1181 meaning of, 
T iMj'fJ-Iamukaae-identified 

autta · · ... 
Vindhya.miillyas 
1'ivutlta-(same i.s T_yit!aa) 
Y_yud~aa ••• 

87-8 
85 
62 

141, 143 
Yauna-a generic name for all Greeks

mentioned in the Mahabbarata ... 
. Yona. province-identification of 29-80 
;Ynkta.s ..• 53-4, 60, 62, 142, 278, 280 



CORRIGENDA. 

Pope Line FOI' Bea4 

4-8 14 III 11 
69 10 v IV 

lU 8-4. Strydhyaksha Stryadhyaksha 
117 8-9 practice practise 
128 n.~. 1.~ .Buddhists Buddhist• 
188 u Phamicia.n Phrenician 
228 ., Omit the last 'the • 
238 2 Esparanto Esperanto 
24~ 2l metamorphosised metamorphosed 
24.8 ~ SOD OD 


